Managed Services

Managed Backup
Reliable backup of your data

Can you afford to lose your data? With our Managed Backup
Service we offer you comprehensive protection against data loss quickly and easily.

Highlights
 Use of highly redundant Ceph
object storage system
 Data backup at several locations

Benefits
 Protection against data loss, data theft and ransomware
 Highest data security through storage in certified and highly secure data
centers in Germany
 Relieve your IT teams from routine tasks
 No investments for own backup environments
 Minimization of operating risks
 Easy backup and quick recovery of your data

 Highest security standards for your
backup
 Operation by certified and qualified
IT experts

Managed Services
Details
Managed Backup from noris is a file system backup service that stores your data to be
backed up on a highly redundant, multi-location Ceph object storage system. This ensures
that accidentally deleted or lost files can be reliably restored - independent of location,
even in the event of a disaster.
An incremental backup is performed daily and a full backup once a week. Our service
backs up your data at file system level. For this purpose, noris provides a backup agent,
available for all current Window and Window Server operating systems as well as Linux
64-bit derivatives (others on request).
noris will restore your data from the backup via service request or as part of incident
management. This ensures the smoothest possible operation of your applications. If
desired, your data can also be transferred and stored encrypted to the backup system.
This optional feature is unlocked via an additional license.

Managed Backup
Compatible operating
systems
Available size of
backup system
Incremental backup
Full backup
Restore period
License(s) for backup
client and installation
Optional feature

Window and Window Server operating systems, Linux 64-bit derivatives
(others on request)
100, 250, 500, 1000, 2500 and 5000 GB
daily
once a week
2 weeks (optionally 4 or 6 weeks are possible)
inclusive
backup encryption
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